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Insurance accidentPolicyDisability clausesTotal and permanent dis

abilityAdmitted by insurance companyIncome payments made for

period of timeDiscontinuance of payments on ground of cessation

of disabilityPayment of premiums under protestAction for arrears

of income payments and return of premiums paid under protestJury

trialVerdictFindings in favour of insured as to disabilityPre

scription.Applicability of sub-sections and of section 216 of

Quebec Insurance Act R.S.Q 1926 243

The appellant company on March 1927 issued policy insuring the

life of the respondents husband in her favour for $15000 or for

$30000 in the event of his death by accident such policy also pro

viding for an indemnity of $150 month in the event of the

insured suffering total and permanent disability The stipulated

premium was $375.90 payable half-yearly of which $34.35 was stated

to be for the disability benefits On the 31st of March 1927 the

insured assigned the policy to his wife the respondent in this case

On the 17th of February 1930 the insured met with an accident

which so crippled his right hand that he was incapable of doing any
manual work The appellant company then admitted total dis

ability within the meaning of the policy and paid the total dis

ability benefit of $150 month for period of nineteen months

namely until the 17th of October 1931 it also waived the payment

of all premiums falling due during that period under the terms of

the policy On November 12 1931 the appellant company wrote the

insured that as he was no longer continuously totally disabled it

would discontinue making further disability payments In 1932 the

company appellant demanded payment of the two-yearly premiums

of $375.90 falling due respectively on March and September 1932

which were paid under protest with an additional sum of $75.18 as

exchange for United States money On April 1933 the respondent

brought the present action to recover from the appellant company
seventeen monthly disability benefit payments of $150 each from

November 17 1931 to March 17 1933 plus $382.40 for excess value

in United States over Canadian currency and for the return of the

two half-yearly premiums paid under protest with exchange in 1932

i.e $826.98 An incidental demand was made for seven additional

monthly disability payments from March 17 1933 to Octeber 17

1933 i.e $1050 plus $95 for excess value in United States over

Canadian currency and also for the recovery of $834.38 being the

amount of two additional premiums and exchange paid under protest

in March and September 1933 the total sum claimed being $5738.76

Pus Riufret Crocket Davis Kerwin and Hudson JJ
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1937 The appellant company pleaded generally and in particular denied

that from and after October 17 1931 the respondents husband was

ELW

05K
continuously and totally disabled within the conditions and terms of

INSURANCE the policy At the trial the jury found that the insured had been

Co totally disabled from February 17 1930 up to the date of the verdict

The appellants counsel in support of motion for the dismissal of

ANDLEE
the action raised for the first time point taken in the factum that

under subsections and of section 216 of the Quebec Insurance Act

R.S.Q 1925 243 the respondents right of action was prescribed

because more than one year had elapsed since the happening of

the event insured against The trial judge held that the action was

so prescribed as far as the disability payments were concerned but

maintained it -as to the claim for the return of premiums paid under

protest in 1932 and 1933 i.e the sum of $1661.36 The appellate court

added to the -above judgment the sum of $2066.38 arrears of dis

ability payments which became due within the year of the institution

of the action and under the incidental demand the sum of $1145

arrears of disability payments which became due after th institution

of the action April 17 to October 17 1933 the court holding that the

five payments due from November 17 1931 to March 17 1932 were

barred under the above-mentioned provision of the Quebec Insurance

Act thus increasing the amount awarded to the respondent from

$1661.36 to $4872.14

Held that the prescriptions of subsections and of section 216 of the

Quebec Insurance Act are not applicable to the state of facts as found

in this ease and cannot be held to bar any part of the respondents

action and that the respondent -is entitled to recover further indem

nity for the five months from November 1931 to March 1932 as

well as for the nineteen months -from April 1932 to October 1933

ajiowed by the Appellate Qqurt Therefore the respondents action

should be maintained for the full amount claimed therein i.e

$5738.76The appellant company could only invoke the prescription

contained in the Quebec Insurance- AQt by disproving the claim which

was the subject -of the respondents action this it has completely

failed to do. On the contrary the respondent has obtained from

the trial court verdict which has not been challenged in this Court

that the insured was totally disabled within the meaning of the

insurance policy sued on at the time of the triai and had been

-continuol4sly so totally disabled from February 17 1930 This ver

dict was the outcome of the trial of the whole merits of the

action It -must be taken as conclusively negativing the appellants

contention that the total disability which the appellant company the

insurer had recognized as continuing uninterruptedly and for which

it had paid -up to October 17 1931 had ceased at any time thereafter

and therefore as negativing also its submission that the action was

barred by the provisions of 216 of the Quebec Insurance

Act on the assumption that the prescription there enacted might be

treated as beginning to run against the plaintiff from the cessation of

the total disability insured against Upon- the true construction of this

insurance policy in so far as it relates to the total disability benefits

sued for the risk insured against was the continuance of condition

total and presumably permanent disability on the part of the

insured resulting from bodily injury or disease and the statutory

prescription relied on could have no application to the respondents

claim so long as the insured once found to have been totally dis
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abled within the meaning of the policy continued in that condition 1937

without interruption the happening of the accident was not the event

insured against either within the meaning of this insurance contract Nsw
YORK

or within the intendment of 216 of the Quebec Insurance INsuw.wE

Act Co

Per Rinfret J.The effect of the prescription resulting from subsections

and of section 216 of the Quebec Insurance Act in respect to similar

insurance policies has been dealt with by the appellate court in Quebec

in three other cases besides the present one North American Life

Insurance Co Hudon Q.R 55 KB 273 GagnØ New York

Lila Insurance Co Q.R 57 KB 60 and Canada Life Insurance

Co Poulin Q.R 57 KB 78 In the Hudon and the Pulin

cases
the facts were different as there the insurance company had

not acknowledged the existence of the conditions of invalidity which

entitled the insured to the benefits accruing under the policy sndl had

not made single payment of the monthly income to the insured

the decision on the points raised in those cases should be reserved

for future considerationIn the GagnØ case the insurance company

had admitted as in this case the happening of the event insured

against and had acted upon the proof thereof submitted by the

plaintiff and had made several monthly income payments and the

prescriptions of section 216 and of the Insurance Act are not

in that case as in the present one applicable to such state of facts

Moreover the circumstances in the present case are more favourable

to the claimant than in the GagnØ case

APPEAL from judgment of the Court of Kings Bench

appeal side province of Quebec maintaining the judgment

of the trial judge for $1661.36 representing the return of

premiums paid on an insurance policy during the period of

the insureds disability and maintaining cross-appeal by

the respondent and ordering the appellant to pay the

respondent further sum of $3211.38 for arrears of total

and permanent disability payments Cross-appeal by the

respondent claiming further sum of $866.02 as demanded

by her action for another period of total and permanent

disability

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue

are stated in the above headnote and in the judgments now

reported

Scott K.C and Chisholm for the appellant

Brooke Claxton and Rap paport for the respondent

The judgment of the court was delivered by

CROCKET J.The appellant by its insurance policy under

date of March 1927 insured the life of the respondent

Dame Jennie Handiers husband silk manufacturer then

resident in New Jersey in the United States in favour of

285089
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1937 his wife for $15000 or for $30000 in the event of his death

NawYoa by accident and also agreed thereby upon receipt of due

INSURANCE proof that the insured was totally and presumably per-

Co manently disabled before age 60 as defined under the

Total and Permanent Disability clauses thereof to pay to

ctj the insured one hundred and fifty dollars each month and

to waive payment of premiums as provided in the said

Total and Permanent Disability clauses The stipulaed

premium was $375.90 payable half-yearly of which $34.35

was stated to be for the disability benefits

The material portions of the Total and Permanent Dis

ability clauses of the policy are as follows
Disability shall be considered total whenever the insured is so dis-

abled by bodily injury or disease that he is wholly prevented from per

forming any work from following any occupation or from engaging in

any business for remuneration or profit provided such disability occurred

after the insurance under this policy took effect and before the anni

versary of the policy on which the insureds age at nearest birthday is

sixty

Upon receipt at the companys home office before default in payment

of premium of due proof that the insured is totally disabled as above

defined and will be continuously so totally disabled fOr life or if the

proof submitted is not conclusive as to the permanency of such disability

but establishes that the insured is and for period of not less than three

consecutive months immediately preceding receipt of proof has been

totally disabled as above defined the following benefits will be granted

Waiver of premium.The company will waive the payment of

any premium falling due during the period of continuous total disability

Income payments.The company will pay to the insured the

monthly income stated on the first page hereof for each completed month

from the commencement of and during the period of continuous total

disability

Before making any income payment or waiving any premium the

company may demand due proof of the continuance of total disability

but such proof will not be required oftener than once year after such

disability has continued for two full years Upon failure to furnish such

proof or if the -insured performs any work or follows any occupation or

engages in any business for remuneration or profit no further income pay
ments shall be made nor premiums waived

The policy was -duly assigned on March 31 1927 to the

insureds wife the present respondent

On February 17 1930 the insured who had removed to

Canada met with an injury to his right hand in the mill

of the Canada Silks Limited at Actonville Quebec Proofs

of the accident and the resulting disability were filed with

the appellant in June after the lapse of three months from

the occurrence of the accident These we-re accepted as

establishing total and presumably permanent disability

under the terms of the policy and the appellant paid the
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total disability benefit of $150 month for period of

nineteen months from February 17 1930 the date of the NEW YoR

accident until October 17 1931 It also waived the pay- INi
ment of all premiums falling due during this period under Co

the terms of the policy On November 12 1931 it wrote UANER

the insured that no further income payments would be

made as the insured was no longer continuoisly totally dis

abied within the meaning of the Disability Benefit pro

vision of the policy and that the premiums thereafter due

would become payable as before in onformity with the

terms of the policy It thereupon discontinued making

further disability payments In 1932 the appellant de

manded payment of the two half-yearly premiums of

$375.90 falling due respectively on March and September

of that year These two premiums were therefore paid

under protest with an additional $75.18 to account for the

difference in the existing exchange rates between Canadian

and tlnited States money in which last-mentioned cur

rency the premiums were payable under the terms of the

insurance policy

The action was brought by the present respondent and

her husband on April 1933 to recover seventeen monthly

disability benefit payments of $150 each from November

17 1931 to March 17 1933 plus $382.40the aggregate

excess value of these monthly benefit payments in United

States over Canadian currency at the respective dates when

such monthlyincome payments were alleged to have become

dueand for the return of the two half-yearly premiums

paid under protest in 1932

An incidental demand was subsequently served for seven

additional monthly disability payments from March 17

1933 to October 17 1933 plus $95the aggregate excess

value of these payments in United States over Canadian

funds at the respective dates when it was claimed they

should have been paidand for the recovery as well of

$834.38the amount of two additional premiums and ex

change thereon paid under protest in March and Septem

ber 1933 The total sum claimed in the principal action

and the incidental demand was $5738.76

The action was tried before Chief Justice Greenshields

and jury on November 13 1933 In answer to questions

submitted by His Lordship the jury found that the insured
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1937 is so disabled by bodily injury or disease that he is wholly prevented

from performing any work from following any occupation or from engag.

NEJW
YORK

ing in any business for remuneration or profit

INsuBA1cE that he was so totally disabled from February 17 1930 and

that he had been totally disabled continuously to the then
HANDLER

present date

Crocketj The defendants counsel having moved for the dismissal

of the action the point was taken in the defendants factum

in SUpport of this motion for the rst time in the case that

the action was barred by the provisions of 216 ss and

of the Quebec Insurance Act R.S.Q 1925 243 These

provisions are as follows
Any stipulation or agreement to the contrary notwithstanding any

action or proceeding against the insurer for the recovery of any claim

under or by virtue of contract of insurance of the person may be com
menced at any time within one year next alter the happening of the event

insured against or within the further term of six months by leave of

judge of the Superior Court granted upon petition upon its being

shown to his satisfaction that there was reasonable excuse for not com
mencing the action or proceeding within the first-mentioned term

But no such action or proceeding shall he commenced after the

expiration of the year and additional six months except in cases where

death is presumed from the insured not having been heard of during seven

years in which case any action or proceeding may be commenced within

one year and six months from the expiration of such period

The learned Chief Justice feeling himself bound by the

decision of the Court of Kings Bench in The North Ameri
can Life Insurance Co Hudon decided that the

action was prescribed by the above quoted provisions of the

Quebec Insurance Act so far as the disability payments
claimed for were concerned and accordingly dismissed the

action for these payments He maintained the action

however as regards the claim for the return of the two

premiums paid under protest in 1932 and the incidental

demand for the two additional premiums paid in 1933

holding that the statutory prescription did not apply to

any of these claims and condemned the defendant to pay

the plainti the sum of $1661.36 therefor

majority of the Court of Kings Bench Rivard and

Bond JJ dissenting dismissed an appeal taken by the

defendant from the Superior Court judgment and main
tained in part the plaintiffs cross-appeal thereon adding

to the judgment of the trial court condemnation of the

defendant to pay to the plaintiff under the principal action

1933 Q.R 55 K.B 273
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the sum of $2066.39 arrears of disability payments which

became due within the year of the institution of the action NEW YORK

with interest from April 1933 and under the incidental INSURANCE

demand the sum of $1145 arrears of disability payments Co

which became due after the institution of the action April HANDLER

17 to October 17 1933 with interest thereon from October

26 1933

The effect of the two appeals was to entitle the plaintiff

to all the monthly disability payments claimed for in the

principal action and incidental demand except those for the

five months period from Novernber 17 1931 to March 17

1932 which were held to be barred under the provisions

of 216 sa and of the Quebec Insurance Act and

thus to increase the trial judgment in favour of the plaintiff

from $1661.36 to $4872.74 with interest on the first twelve

disability payments allowed from the date of the com

mencement of the action and interest on the other seven

payments claimed in the incidental demand from the date

of that demand

The only question involved in the present appeal is that

of the construction of the above quoted provisions of the

Quebec Insurance Act and its application to an action for

the recovery of indemnity for such disability as that de

scribed in the insurance policy here sued on

We are of the opinion that upon the true construction

of this insurance policy in so far as it relates to the total

disability benefits sued for the risk insured against was

the continuance of condition of total and presumably

permanent disability on the part of the insured resulting

from bodily injury or disease and that the statutory pre

scription relied on could have no application to the plain

tiff respondents claim so long as the insured once found to

have been totally disabled within the meaning of the policy

continued in that condition without interruption We can

not at all accede to the contention that the happening of

the accident was the event insured against either within

the meaning of this insurance contract or within the intend

ment of 216 of the Quebec Insurance Act

Under no possible construction of the policy could any

action or proceeding be taken against the insurer until the

insured has continued to be totally disabled for period of

not less than three consecutive months The accident or
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1937
injury itself clearly affords no ground of action against the

NEW Yox insurer Nor do the results of any accident or injury or

INSUBANCE
disease afford any ground for action unless those results

Co totally disable the insured for at least three consecutive

months which continuous disability though not conclusive

as to the permanency thereof the insurer expressly agrees

to accept as prima facie proof of such permanency Accord

ingly it agrees to

waive the payment of any premium falling due during the period of con
tinuous total disability

and to pay the stipulated monthly income

for each completed month from the commencement of and during the

period of continuous total disability

This agreement is ubject to the proviso that the insurer

before maidng any income payment or waiving any pre
mium may demand due proof of the continuance of total

disability but that such proof will not be required more

than once year after such disability has continued for two

full years These provisions and the others above quoted

we think conclusively show that the existence and unin

terrupted continuance of total disability as defined by the

insurance policy alone affords ground of action for the

recovery of any of the unpaid indemnity contracted for

How can either the commencement or the cessation of such

condition of continuous total disability be said to be

the happening of the event insured against by this

policy The legislature must be taken to have contem

plated some specific event which can be definitely fixed

in point of time when it prescribed period

of one year next after the happening of the event insured against

as limitation for the bringing of any action against an

insurer for the recovery of any claim under or by virtue

of contract of insurance .of the personsuch for example

as the death of the insured whether as the result of acci

dent or diseasenot we think continuous condition of

total and presumably permanent disability such as is in

sured against by the provisions of the policy sued on in

this action and for which no action or proceeding of any
kind could be maintained for the recovery of the unpaid

indemnity contracted for without proof that the insured

was still totally disabled within the meaning of the defini

tion of total disability set out in the policy and had con

tinuously been so disabled from the initial development of
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such disability If the legislature had so intended it can

hardly be supposed that it would have sought to bar such NzonK

an action as this by limiting the period within which it
INSUEA1qCE

could be brought to one year from the happening of the Co

event insured against The only suggested possibility in

the ease of total and presumably permanent disability such
CRoCBT

as that which is the ground of this action is that the pre-

scription might be held to begin to run from the cessation

of the alleged disability It is not however the cessation

of the disability which is insured against but its continu

ance without interruption If it were true that the pre

scription period began to run on the cessation of the total

disability the appellant defendant could avail himself of

the statutory prescription only by proving that the total

and presumably permanent disability for which it had paid

for nineteen months had ceased when it stopped its month

ly payments in October 1931 or at some time thereafter

and more than one year before the commencement of the

action In other words it could invoke the prescription

only by disproving the claim which was the subject of the

plaintiffs action This it completely failed to do On the

contrary the respondent plaintiff has obtained from the

trial court verdict which has not been challenged in this

Court that the insured was totally disabled within the

meaning of the insurance policy sued on at the time of the

trial and had been continuously so totally disabled from

February 17 1930 This verdict was the outcome of the

trial of the whole merits of the action It must be taken as

conclusively negativing the defendants contention that the

total disability which the insurer had recognized as continu

ing uninterruptedly and for which it had paid up to October

17 1931 had ceased at any time thereafter and therefore

as negativing also its submission that the action was barred

by the provisions of 216 of the Quebec Insurance Act

on the insupportaibie assumption that the prescription there

enacted might be treated as beginning to run against the

plaintiff from the cessation of the total disability insured

against Whether or not therefore that enactment applies at

all to actions for the recovery of indemnity for total dis

ability under any other form of total disability insurance

we have no doubt for the reasons stated that it cannot

rightly be held to bar this action and that the plaintiff was

entitled to recover indemnity for the five months Novem
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ber 1931 to March 1932 as well as for the nineteen

NEw Yoa months April 1932 to October 1933 allowed by the Court

INSURANcE
of Kings Bench

The appeal will therefore be dismissed and the respond
Hzmis ents cross-appeal allowed so as to vary the judgment of the

Court of Kings Bench by allowing the plaintiff an addi

tional sum of $866.02 in the principal action and thus to

maintain both the principal action and incidental demand

in full with interest the respondent to have her costs on

both the appeal and cross-appeal in this court and through

out

RINFRET J.I fully concur with the judgment of my
brother Crocket.

Within the last three years the Court of Kings Bench

in Quebec has had occasion to examine in no less than

four cases and in respect to similar insurance policies the

effect of the prescription resulting from subsections and

of section 216 of the Quebec Insurance Act R.S.Q
1925 243 Those cases in addition to the present one

were North American Life Insurance Co Hudon

GagnØ New York Life Insurance Co and Canada

Life Insurance Co Poulin In the Hudon and the

Poulin cases the facts were different and gave somewhat

different aspect to the legal problem arising out of the appli

cation of the statutory prescription mean that in both

those casesso far at least as appears from the reports

the insurance company had not acknowledged the existence

of the conditions of invalidity which entitled the insured to

the benefits accruing under the policy In neither of those

two cases had the insurance company ever made single

payment of the monthly income to the insured before the

action was brought so that it could be said as to each of

those cases that le droit dØcoulant du fait to use the

words of Mr Justice LØtourneau in the Poulin casep
186 and that is to say the right to the monthly income

resulting from the fact of the continuous total disability

had yet to be ascertained see the strength of the argu

ment that the prescription applies in such case It may
be contended that by force of the statute the question

1933 Q.R 55 KB 273 1934 Q.R 57 K.B 60

1934 Q.R 57 K.B 78
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whether the event insured against has happened must

be established within one year or the further term of six NEW Yoa

months by agreement or by judgment resulting from an INNcE
action instituted and served within that delay Co

That is not the point which we have to decide in the HANILER

present case and it should be understood that the decision Ritht

of such point is reserved for future consideration

Here as in the GagnØ case the company had admitted

the happening of the event insured against It had

acted upon the proof thereof submitted by the plaintiff

and it had made several monthly income payments As

expressed by Sir Mathias Teller C.J in the GagnØ case

68 the company ØtaitliØe par sa convention And

think it must be agreed that in those circumstances the

conclusion reached by my brother Crocket is the correct

one the prescriptions of section 216 and are not

applicable to that state of facts

There was however distinction between theGagnØ case

and the present one In the former case the company had

ceased the monthly payments parce quil GagnØ lavait

informØe que son invaliditØ avait cessØ dŒtre totale

There was nothing of the kind here and the jury found that

the condition of total disability had been continuous to the

present date would share the view of Chief Justice

Tellier that under those circumstances

aprŁs avoir reconnu cette invaliditØ comme totale et permanente

Ia compagnie navait pas le droit si ce nest nprŁs laccomplissement des

formalities indiquØes dans Is police NB

and which are referred to by my brother Crocket

denlever au demandeur son revenu mensuel et lexonØration des primes

Appeal dismissed with costs

Cross-appeal allowed with costs

Solicitors for the appellant MacDougall Mac farlane Scott

Hugessen

Solicitor for the respondent Rap paport

1934 Q.R 57 KB 60 at 66 1934 Q.R 57 KB 60 at 66

and 67
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